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Abstract
Particle therapy is a highly conformal radiotherapy technique which reduces 
the dose deposited to the surrounding normal tissues. In order to fully exploit 
its advantages, treatment monitoring is necessary to minimize uncertainties 
related to the dose delivery. Up to now, the only clinically feasible technique 
for the monitoring of therapeutic irradiation with particle beams is Positron 
Emission Tomography (PET). In this work we have compared a Resistive 
Plate Chamber (RPC)-based PET scanner with a scintillation-crystal-based 
PET scanner for this application. In general, the main advantages of the RPC-
PET system are its excellent timing resolution, low cost, and the possibility 
of building large area systems. We simulated a partial-ring scanner based on 
an RPC prototype under construction within the Fondazione per Adroterapia 
Oncologica (TERA). For comparison with the crystal-based PET scanner we 
have chosen the geometry of a commercially available PET scanner, the Philips 
Gemini TF. The coincidence time resolution used in the simulations takes 
into account the current achievable values as well as expected improvements 
of both technologies. Several scenarios (including patient data) have been 
simulated to evaluate the performance of different scanners. Initial results have 
shown that the low sensitivity of the RPC hampers its application to hadron-
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beam monitoring, which has an intrinsically low positron yield compared to 
diagnostic PET. In addition, for in-beam PET there is a further data loss due 
to the partial ring configuration. In order to improve the performance of the 
RPC-based scanner, an improved version of the RPC detector (modifying the 
thickness of the gas and glass layers), providing a larger sensitivity, has been 
simulated and compared with an axially extended version of the crystal-based 
device. The improved version of the RPC shows better performance than the 
prototype, but the extended version of the crystal-based PET outperforms all 
other options.
Keywords: PET, in-beam, RPC, particle therapy, TOF, range deviation, 
partial-ring
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction
The number of particle therapy facilities for the treatment of cancer with proton or carbon 
ions (PTCOG 2014) is increasing worldwide. Particle therapy (PT) provides precise dose 
deposition and a sparing of normal tissue due to the favorable depth dose distribution of 
hadrons in matter. At the end of the particle range the specific energy loss of a particle 
energy shows a maximum (Bragg peak), producing dose distributions with high conformity. 
However, there are uncertainties resulting from patient positioning errors, conversions of 
attenuation coefficients from computer tomography (CT) to proton stopping power, intra-
fraction motion and inter-fraction anatomy changes. These uncertainties can compromise 
the benefits of PT and can lead to under-coverage of the tumor or delivery of extra dose to 
normal tissue (Paganetti 2012, Knopf and Lomax 2013). Non-invasive monitoring of the 
particle range is highly desired. When particles (protons, carbon ions) traverse the tissue, 
positron emitting isotopes are generated due to nuclear reactions. The posterior annihilation 
of the emitted positron is followed by two coincident photons traveling in opposite directions 
that can be detected using Positron Emission Tomography (PET). The distribution of the β+ 
radioisotopes is related to the dose distribution of the particle beam. Although the relation-
ship is not straightforward, this technique can be used for the quality control of the treatment 
and currently PET is the only clinically applied technique for PT monitoring (Oelfke et al 
1996, Parodi and Bortfeld 2006, Parodi et al 2007, Min et al 2013, Remmele et al 2011). 
The feasibility of acquiring PET data during treatment (in-beam PET) was proven at GSI 
Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung (Darmstadt, Germany) for stable carbon ions 
(Enghardt et al 2004). In Nishio et al (2006) the on-line monitoring of proton irradiation by 
PET was analyzed and Parodi et al (2007) proved by a clinical study that PET-CT measure-
ments after proton irradiation are feasible. Other emerging techniques for treatment monitor-
ing based on secondary radiation generated during the delivery, such prompt photons and 
protons, which are the product of nuclear reactions are beyond the scope of this article.
When the PET acquisition is performed within the treatment room during or directly after 
one fraction of the therapeutic irradiation, the PET technique is named in-beam and in-room, 
respectively. If the PET acquisition is done out of the treatment room (usually 10–30 min 
after the irradiation), it is referred to as off-line or off-beam PET. Off-line PET suffers from a 
further reduction of activity due to two factors. On the one hand, the isotopes produced during 
treatment have a short half-life (few seconds to 20 min) so that a large fraction of β+ decays 
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occurs during treatment. On the other hand, biological wash-out spreads most of the generated 
isotopes away from the irradiated volume. When using in-beam PET, the reconstructed images 
are closer to the original β+ distribution than the images obtained from in-room and off-line 
acquisitions since physical decay and wash-out are minimized. In Shakirin et al (2011) it is 
demonstrated that in-beam PET is the best method in terms of count rate.
The challenge of in-beam PET is the integration of the device into the treatment site. 
In order to avoid collisions between the beam and the PET scanner, a partial-ring geometry 
(Enghardt et al 2004), a dual-ring OpenPET geometry (Yamaya et al 2008) or a tilted single-
ring (Tashima et al 2012) are required. For this work, the partial-ring configuration is the 
preferred option. The limited angular coverage can lead to data truncation of the reconstructed 
images and elongation artifacts. An explanation of these artifacts applied to hadrontherapy 
monitoring with partial-ring configuration can be found in Crespo et al (2006). To mitigate 
the latter, Time-of-Flight (TOF) information can be integrated into the reconstruction algo-
rithm (Shakirin 2009, Surti et al 2011). For image reconstruction, the Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation Maximization (MLEM) is a commonly used method for PET and provides the 
possibility to include TOF information (Groiselle and Glick 2004). The improvement in image 
quality achieved by TOF-MLEM reconstruction compared with standard MLEM for PET 
strongly depends on the time resolution of the scanner. Therefore, PET technologies with 
exceptional time resolution are specially suited for in-beam monitoring. The Resistive Plate 
Chambers (RPCs) are gaseous, parallel plate detectors working in avalanche mode whose 
imaging capabilities make them interesting for PET applications (Blanco et al 2009). The 
main advantages of RPC technology are excellent timing resolution, inexpensive construction 
over large areas and the capability to provide Depth Of Interaction (DOI) information, due to 
a highly layered structure. RPCs provide a better time resolution (Blanco et al 2003) than inor-
ganic scintillating crystals, commonly used in PET. In the case of 511 keV photons the time 
resolution obtained with these detectors is σ = 90 ps (Blanco et al 2003), which would lead to 
300 ps FWHM coincidence resolving time), whereas for commercially available crystal-based 
PET scanners the best coincidence resolving time (CRT) is currently ≈500–600 ps FWHM. 
As an example, the Philips Gemini TF made of LYSO and used for diagnostic PET shows 
585 ps FWHM CRT (Surti et al 2007). Recently, a new generation of PET scanners based on 
silicon photomultiplier provides CRTs of 400 ps, as referenced in manufacturer data sheets 
(Philips Vereos PET/CT7, GE Signa PET/MR8).
In this manuscript, the RPC-technology for in-beam PET particle therapy monitoring is 
studied in detail and compared to a well-established PET detector technology, based on scin-
tillating crystal. The commercially available TOF-capable Philips Gemini TF has been used as 
a basis for the geometry of a reference crystal-based PET-scanner. The constrains posed by the 
low sensitivity of the RPC scanner could be overcome through its excellent timing resolution, 
by building large area detectors and increasing the number of stacks. With regard to the image 
reconstruction, the low sensitivity can be partially compensated using TOF-MLEM (Conti 
2009). Finally, when working with the beam on, a high number of random coincidences is 
expected in both systems, but being the random rate a function of the singles and the timing 
window it might affect the RPC scanner in a lesser extent. All these advantages combined 
in one technology could make that a gas-based detector system such as RPC could compete 
favorably with the well-established crystal-based technology for PET. For this purpose, the 
RPC prototype, dedicated to in-beam PET, that is under construction at the TERA foundation 
7 http://incenter.medical.philips.com/doclib/enc/10797631/452299106961_ VereosBrochureREVISE_FNL_
lr.pdf%3ffunc%3ddoc.Fetch%26nodeid%3d10797631%26vernum%3d1
8 www3.gehealthcare.com/en/products/categories/magnetic_resonance_imaging/signa_pet-mr#tabs/tab-
2892C34FC72C4A0497D37371F0D391EA
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(TERA 2013) was chosen as a starting point. An improved RPC-scanner was also considered 
which used a modified geometry in order to increase sensitivity. All the crystal-based and 
RPC-based scanners included in our study are considered with their currently achievable time 
resolutions and improved time resolutions which take into account future developments.
In order to fulfill the goals of this investigation, simulation studies of sensitivity, spatial 
resolution and scatter fraction for both technologies and different configurations were con-
ducted. Results concerning the abilities of each system to detect deviations of particle range 
are provided. Finally, the scanners were compared with respect to the quality of reconstructed 
images using real patient data.
In Crespo et al (2012), both technologies are also compared for diagnostic purposes with 
NEMA and anthropomorphic phantoms. But the geometry proposed by those authors for the 
RPC-based system is not feasible for our task, and as such we have adapted the system for on-
line treatment monitoring. In addition, the characteristics of the sources obtained in particle 
therapy monitoring are different than the ones used in diagnostic scenarios. To our knowledge 
this is the first work that compares thoroughly both technologies in the same manuscript with 
a focus on beam monitoring in hadrontherapy with phantoms and patient data.
2. Materials and methods
In this study we compare the use of RPC-based and crystal-based PET scanners with partial-
ring configuration for in-beam monitoring of hadron therapy treatments. In the first part of 
this section, the geometries and the main characteristics of the two scanner technologies are 
introduced. Since the generation of the PET signal for both technologies is intrinsically differ-
ent, a second part in this section is dedicated to the simulations of the acquisition of the PET 
signal. For the evaluation of the capabilities of such systems we have employed several source 
distributions to obtain a general view of the scanner response and a specific view for the given 
task (treatment monitoring). The preparation of all sources is described in the third part of this 
section. The last two parts provide an explanation of the reconstruction algorithm employed 
and the tools for the quantification of the reconstructed images, respectively.
2.1. Scanners under investigation
In order to have reference performance values we included PET systems with full-ring config-
uration in our comparison. Initially, standard axial dimension of around 18 cm was employed 
in the crystal-based PET, whereas the axial dimension of the RPC-prototype developed at 
TERA was set to 30 cm to compensate for its low sensitivity. One difference of this applica-
tion to diagnostic PET is that the induced activity is low (6600 Bq Gy−1 cm−3 for 1H, 1600 
Bq Gy−1 cm−3 for 12C (Priegnitz et al 2008)) and and a fraction of the produced isotopes have 
shorter half lives significantly reducing the activity in inter-spill and post-treatment acquisi-
tion modalities. Another difference is that to reduce the effect of the short lived isotopes and 
wash-out, the whole acquisition should be performed in one bed position that covers the treat-
ment area sufficiently. In addition, the use of a partial-ring configuration leads to count losses. 
To address these difficulties, both technologies were additionally simulated with an extended 
axial dimension. In the case of the RPC, a further improvement in terms of detector radial 
depth was also introduced to gain efficiency.
2.1.1. RPC-based PET. This system is based on a prototype developed by the TERA group 
TERA (2013). The detector head is made up of RPC stacks (figure 1). One stack consists of 
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five parallel glass plates 400 µm thick separated by 300 µm thick gas gaps filled with Freon 
leading to a stack size of 3.2 × 120 × 300 mm3 (indicating the radial, transverse and axial 
dimensions of a stack respectively). An air gap of 4.8 mm was defined between adjacent 
stacks, providing an 8 mm pitch. Each stack has independent readout electronics able to iden-
tify the interaction location with a spatial resolution of 2 and 4 mm σ in the transversal and 
axial directions, respectively. The DOI can be recovered by identifying in which stack the 
photon interacted. Each stack is readout with electrodes at each end, then an encoding is made 
in firmware for each stack. A comparison of scanners based on different numbers of stacks 
(20, 40 and 60) per detector head was accomplished in order to identify the optimal number. 
The full-ring (FR) scanner configuration consists of 20 detector heads arranged in a ring with 
a diameter of 80 cm and 30 cm axial dimension. For the partial-ring (PR) scanner the number 
of detector heads was reduced to 14 (in-plane angular coverage of 120°). With this angular 
coverage, the device has two open regions of 60° each with a 40 cm aperture. This arrange-
ment avoids collisions with the nozzle during beam delivery. In addition, the PET device 
would not be damaged by the outgoing fragments, a high percentage of which have forward-
peaked distributions with maximum angles of 10° in the case of carbon-ion therapy (Hättner 
et al 2013). The extended and improved partial-ring configuration was obtained by increasing 
the axial extent of the scanner to 60 cm and reducing the glass thickness and air gap. The effi-
ciency of an RPC-module depends on the conversion probability in the glass layer of the 511 
keV photon to an electron and of the emerging probability of the resultant electron from the 
glass layer into one of the gas gaps. The design of the module is a trade-off between these two 
probabilities. The thicker the glass layer, the higher the conversion probability, but as a result 
the emerging probability is lower. A simulation study was performed to provide the optimum 
value for the thickness of the glass layer and gas gaps (Watts 2014). Each stack was modified 
by downsizing the thickness of the glass plates to 150 µm and the air gaps between stacks to 
2.05 mm. In this way, the stack size was 1.95 × 120 × 600 mm3. For this configuration we 
only simulated detector heads of 60 stacks. This configuration will be referred to as improved. 
Table 1 shows the design parameters of the RPC-based PET scanners under investigation. The 
TERA group reported an achievable CRT for the RPC module of 200 ps (FWHM). While this 
CRT is yet to be proven, there is still an expectation room for improvement (Watts et al 2013, 
Watts 2014). In our study we compared the performance of RPC-based PET systems with 50, 
100 and 200 ps (FWHM) CRT. Although there are no experimental results validating these 
values, we have considered that for this comparison study the time resolution values of the 
RPC-based must be much better than the crystal-based system in order to compensate for the 
low sensitivity. In Watts (2014) is claimed that 150 ps is realistically achievable. In the follow-
ing, all the values that refer to CRT are expressed in terms of FWHM.
Figure 1. Schema of the RPC-based system for full-ring (left) and partial-ring (center), 
and a zoom of one head with 20 stacks (right) to show the glass-gap layered structure.
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2.1.2. Crystal-based PET. The simulated scanners are based on the geometry and timing 
characteristics of the Philips Gemini TF PET (Surti et al 2007, Karp et al 2008). The full-ring 
configuration contains 28 detector heads distributed in a ring with a diameter of 90.34 cm and 
an axial dimension of 17.92 cm. Each detector module consists of 23 × 44 LYSO crystals 
with an individual size of 4 × 4 × 22 mm3. The simulated crystal-based systems are shown in 
figure 2. The standard partial-ring configuration comprises 20 heads with 120° in-plane angu-
lar coverage each (figure 2). The extended partial-ring configuration was obtained by increas-
ing the number of crystal rows on each detector head from 44 to 98 in order to achieve a 39.92 
cm axial coverage. This extended version is approximately equivalent to the improved RPC-
module. Table 2 summarizes the design parameters of the crystal-based PET scanners under 
investigation. An energy resolution of 11.5% and an energy window of 440–665 keV were 
used for all simulations. In terms of CRT, current commercial TOF-PET scanners already 
provide 585 ps FWHM (Surti et al 2007). In addition, recent studies (van Dam et al 2013) 
have shown that it is possible to reduce the CRT below 200 ps. Therefore, we compared the 
performance of systems with CRTs of 200, 400 and 600 ps.
2.2. Simulation of PET systems
Acquisitions of the crystal-based and RPC-based PET systems were simulated using the 
GATE simulation toolkit (Jan et al 2011), version 6.1.
2.2.1. RPC-based PET. In an RPC detector, an incoming 511 keV photon interacts in the 
glass plates where a secondary electron is generated. A high differential voltage is applied to 
electrodes placed on both sides of each stack in order to accelerate the electrons and produce 
a cascade. Only when secondary electrons escape from the glass and reach the gas layer with 
enough energy, avalanche multiplication is initiated. In order to model this behavior within 
GATE the internal gas layers in the stacks are defined as sensitive volumes. In that way, 
a detection is only triggered when a particle deposits sufficient energy in one of the sensi-
tive volumes. The readout of the RPC-based scanner is conducted at the level of the stack. 
To reproduce this readout in the simulations, the singles are generated after adding together 
hits produced in a stack. The singles were stored from the GATE simulation and the post-
processing was done using software developed in-house. The post-processing code performs 
the spatial and time blurring, as well as coincidence sorting. No multiple events (more than 2 
singles within a time coincidence window) are considered in this study. For the physical mod-
els of the simulations of the RPC stacks, the Penelope electromagnetic model was used and 
secondary particles with a range smaller than 1 µm (range cut) were not tracked.
In order to validate the simulations, the RPC-prototype developed at TERA was simulated 
and the results obtained were compared with experimental data (Watts et al 2013). In the 
Table 1. Design parameters of the RPC-based PET scanners.
 Full-ring
Partial-ring
Standard Improved
Axial Detector Size (mm) 300 300 600
Number of heads 20 14 14
Number of stacks per head 20, 40, 60 20, 40, 60 60
Glass thickness (μm) 400 400 150
Stack thickness (mm) 3.2 3.2 1.95
Air gap (mm) 4 4 2.05
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simulations, a collimated 22Na source was placed at the center between two heads and the 
singles detection efficiency was computed. In order to reproduce the measured efficiency we 
adjusted the minimum energy that the secondary electron needed to deposit in the gas in order 
to trigger an avalanche.
2.2.2. Crystal-based PET. In crystal-based scanner simulations, the annihilation photon 
deposits energy in the scintillator material and the amount of deposited energy is processed 
by the digitizer module. The digitizer module generates singles depending on the readout 
parameters. Although individual crystal readout is not currently standard in clinical scanners, 
we have considered this option. Individual crystal coupling represents a lower sensitivity sce-
nario, it may also enhance the detection resolution and it provides best timing performance 
(Auffray et al 2013). Moreover, it is the option in the new Philips VEREOS system with digi-
tal silicon-photomultipliers. The whole acquisition chain (from hits to coincidences), except 
time blurring, was simulated using GATE modules, from the energy response (energy resolu-
tion and energy window) to the coincidence selection. No multiple events were considered. 
The simulation of the crystal-based scanner was validated using the results found in Surti 
et al (2007), taking into account the individual crystal readout of the simulated system. The 
Penelope model was also used and the range cut for secondary particles was set to 0.1 mm.
The specific CRT of each scanner technology is added after simulation and before image 
reconstruction. Table 3 lists the parameters used in the simulations and in the post-processing 
prior to image reconstruction.
2.3. Simulated sources
2.3.1. Performance studies. We have evaluated the performance of both technologies fol-
lowing the NEMA NU-2 2001 protocol (NEMA 2001). Although this protocol is dedicated 
Figure 2. Schema of the crystal-based system for full-ring (left) and partial-ring (center) 
configurations. Schematics of the setup employed to study the spatial resolution (right). 
The direction of a typical beam is shown by the red arrow. The circles represent the 
location of the point-like sources
Table 2. Design parameters of the crystal-based PET scanners.
 Full-ring
Partial-ring
Standard Extended
Axial Size (mm) 179.2 179.2 399.2
Crystals per head 23 × 44 23 × 44 23 × 98
Number of heads 28 20 20
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to clinical PET scanners, it was used due to the lack of a specific protocol for PT monitoring. 
From the protocol, we selected tests that correspond to basic intrinsic measurements like sen-
sitivity, spatial resolution and scatter fraction. The analysis of the sensitivity is a key param-
eter in PET and is also specifically important in PT, since the expected activity levels are one 
order of magnitude lower than clinical PET. The spatial resolution characterizes the ability of 
a system to distinguish two points. This magnitude should reflect the ability to determine the 
distal edge of the activity distribution. Finally, we have studied the scatter fraction since the 
RPC-based PET has no energy information, necessary to discriminate scatter events. For a 
more elaborated method to assess the system response applied to hadrontherapy monitoring, 
the authors refer to Crespo et al (2006).
Sensitivity. The absolute sensitivity of each scanner was estimated by using a 15 cm long line 
source and a point source with 1 MBq of activity each. The two sources were situated at the axial 
center and with a radial offset of 10 cm (in x-direction). We used a back-to-back gamma source 
in GATE to speed simulations and to prevent positrons from escaping (source is placed in air). 
Although simulating the source within a water phantom could represent a more realistic scenario, 
it would not provide any additional information in this comparison study, while the simulation 
time would increase substantially due to the additional generation and tracking of positrons. The 
sensitivity was calculated as the ratio between the obtained rate of true coincidences and the activ-
ity of the source. Additionally, for the standard crystal-based system, a 70 cm long centered line 
source was also simulated to compare with published results (Surti et al 2007).
Spatial resolution. The spatial resolution was obtained using two point-like sources, one at 
the center of the FOV and another one with 10 cm radial offset towards one ring opening, both 
in the central slice of the scanner (figure 2). For this study we consider that range measure-
ments are conducted in the beam direction along the ring opening. In a clinical scenario, this 
would not be always the case, since the orientation of the beam will depend on the location of 
the tumor. However, the selected locations provide the necessary information about the spatial 
resolution for comparison purposes. A sphere of 0.8 mm diameter filled with 10 MBq of 18F 
covered by 0.2 mm thick glass was used for the assessment. 106 events were recorded for each 
scanner configuration. From the reconstructed images, the FWHM of the point spread func-
tions (PSFs) were determined in radial, tangential and axial dimensions following the NEMA 
protocol.
Scatter fraction. The scatter fraction (SF) was obtained using a Polymethyl Methacrylate 
(PMMA) cylinder with 20.3 cm diameter and 70 cm length, and an axially oriented line source 
filled with 10 MBq of 18F with a radial direction offset of 4.5 cm. The SF was calculated as the 
ratio between the scattered coincidences and the true plus scattered coincidences.
Table 3. Parameters for simulations and coincidence sorting.
Crystal-based RPC-based
Energy Resolution 11.5% —
Energy Window 440–665 keV  > 100 eV
Spatial Blurring (mm) — σy = 2, σz = 4
Coincidence Time Window (ns) 3.8 1.0
Coincidence Resolving Time  
(FWHM, ps)
200, 400, 600 50, 100, 200
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2.3.2. Proton pencil beam study. The range deviation expected for different scanner con-
figurations was evaluated by irradiation of a cylindrical PMMA phantom with an ideal proton 
pencil beam (neither spatial, nor energy spread were simulated). Although a single pencil 
beam does not represent a realistic scenario, the generated activity sources are a useful tool to 
analyze the effects of the partial-ring geometry and the TOF information. For that purpose we 
simulated the proton beam irradiation using Geant4 9.3 (Agostinelli et al 2003, Allison et al 
2006) and the distribution of β+-isotopes produced were recorded. Other secondary particles 
produced by the proton beam, like prompt gamma and neutrons were not taken into account. 
The β+-isotope distribution was later used as an input source for the simulation of the different 
scanner configurations using GATE.
For the proton beam simulations, the physics list selected was the QGSP_BIC_HP for 
hadronic models with standard electromagnetic physics. Several proton beams of different 
energies were simulated. The simulated proton energies were chosen to provided a 3 mm 
range difference between consecutive energy values, from 156 to 162 MeV. The cylindrical 
PMMA cylindrical target was 20 cm in height and 15 cm in diameter. The target was oriented 
with its central axis parallel to the beam direction and its center situated at the origin. In this 
way, the beam hits the target at the center of one of the lateral sides. The acquisition time 
for the measurement was 30 min and the number of emitted protons was 5·107. In order to 
identify the β+ isotopes, we recorded the positrons that were produced by a radioactive decay. 
The source was then built by histograming the emission coordinates of the selected positrons 
(the positron range was not included). Only positrons emitted during the irradiation time and 
the following 30 min were considered. This simplified approach is justified as it is to be used 
only in a comparison study. It is important to mention that the acquisition time in a clinical in-
beam PET application would probably be shorter. But for testing the capabilities of the RPC 
technology, 30 min were considered appropriate as an upper limit. The generated source for a 
160 MeV proton beam is shown in figure 3, and the number of generated positrons included 
in the acquisition of 30 min can be seen in table 4 for each beam energy.
The reconstructed images of these simulated acquisitions were used to evaluate the ability 
of each scanner configuration to detect range shifts by measuring the distal edge of the recon-
structed distributions, as explained in section 2.5.
2.3.3. Patient data study. In order to evaluate the image quality of the scanner configurations 
in a realistic scenario, we used data from one head-and-neck patient randomly chosen from 
those treated with carbon ions at GSI facility (GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforsc-
hung Darmstadt, Germany). The patient was suffering from a chordoma and was treated with 
0.829 Gy in a unique field in each fraction.
An in-house existing code (Pönisch et al 2004), that calculates the activation of patient 
tissues, was used to simulate patient irradiation according to the real treatment plan and CT 
images obtained from GSI. The outcome of this code is a 3D map of the positron annihilation 
coordinates. For this patient, we created a 3D map with the annihilation coordinates of the 
Figure 3. Activation map generated from a simulated proton beam of 160 MeV. The 
axes are in mm.
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positrons emitted by the 15O, 14O, 13N, 11C and 10C isotopes produced during the irradiation. 
As in the real case, only the positrons which would annihilate during the extraction pauses 
of the synchrotron were included. Furthermore, the decay of the aforementioned nuclides, 
and the propagation and annihilation of the positrons is handled by the software. Since the 
algorithm modeled the activation maps, other secondary particles, like prompt-gamma and 
neutrons, that could generate random coincidences were not simulated. Nevertheless, the con-
tribution of the prompt-gamma in this scheme is strongly minimized because the acquisition 
takes place during the extraction pauses. The neutron contribution is also expected to be neg-
ligible. The simulated maps of annihilation points were centered at the isocenter and used as 
a source in the GATE simulations for each scanner configuration. Figure 4 shows the dose 
distribution according to the treatment plan. All images are superimposed on the correspond-
ing CT images.
Finally, the reconstructed images obtained by the simulated PET acquisitions were com-
pared to the predicted simulation results. For this work, the comparison was done qualitatively 
by visual evaluation and by the analysis of selected profiles along the beam direction.
2.4. Image reconstruction
Simulated data were reconstructed using a 3D list-mode MLEM reconstruction algorithm 
including TOF:
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m 1 is the unknown activity distribution at the m + 1th iteration, discretized into J 
voxels. There are I recorded coincidences in list-mode data and each is characterized by a 
time difference δT. Finally, pij, δT is proportional to the probability that an emission produced 
in voxel j is detected in Line-Of-Response (LOR) i with a time difference of δT. These prob-
abilities were calculated using Siddon ray-tracing algorithm (Siddon 1985). In the case of 
the patient data, the system matrix was assessed using a code developed specifically for this 
application (Laukner 1999) and the sensitivity matrix was calculated in advance. The time 
information was modeled within pij, δT by weighting each LOR by a Gaussian distribution 
with FWHM equal to the CRT and mean value equal to the expected position of the emission 
using δT (Groiselle and Glick 2004). The field-of-view of the crystal-based scanners was 
kept as standard: 57.6 × 57.6 × 18 cm3, despite the axial extension. In the case of the RPC 
Table 4. Simulated proton beam energies, ranges and generated positrons in 30 min 
acquisition.
Energy (MeV) Range (cm)
Number of 
e+ in 30 min. R50 (mm) RCD (mm)
156.4 14.6 2.2·106 137.7 135.4
158.2 14.9 2.2·106 140.6 138.2
160.0 15.2 2.3·106 143.5 141.1
161.9 15.5 2.3·106 146.7 144.2
163.6 15.8 2.4·106 149.4 146.9
Note: In the last two columns, calculated R50 and RCD for original activation maps for the dif-
ferent proton beam energies.
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system, similar sizes were used, 40 × 40 × 20 cm3. Since it is a comparison study between 
two technologies and the feasibility of using RPC technology for hadrontherapy monitoring 
must be determined, we will work with the cleanest type of coincidences. In addition, in order 
to count for random and scatter coincidences the simulations would require a higher level of 
details in the electronic modeling that are out of the scope of this work and some important 
answers already come from the simplified scenario. Therefore, only true coincidences were 
used for reconstruction, random and scatter coincidences were removed from the prompt data 
by using information provided by the simulations. For reconstruction of the point sources for 
spatial resolution evaluation and positron distributions generated by a proton pencil beam, 
a voxel size of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 was employed. This voxel size was necessary to assess the spa-
tial resolution9 and here we attempt to differentiate a 3 mm range shift. In the case of patient 
data, the voxel size of the reconstructed image was larger (2 × 2 × 2 mm3), in order to reduce 
the noise resulting from the low number of events during therapeutic irradiation with 12C and 
to keep a voxel size that allow us to visualize small details (Shakirin et al 2008).
2.5. Quantitative analysis for distal edge estimation in proton pencil beams
In order to assess the distal edge of activation maps from the reconstructed beam-like sources, 
two figures-of-merit have been used. The distal edge at 50% (R50) of the maximum intensity 
and at 98% of the cumulative distribution (RCD) along the beam were applied. The cumula-
tive distribution of the reconstructed activity along the beam was employed in order to reduce 
the effect of the image noise in the calculation of the distal edge. While determination of the 
R50 point may be ambiguous in noisy conditions the cumulative distribution guarantees a 
monotonically increasing profile for a reconstructed image with non-negative values. The 98% 
point was chosen empirically based on the simulation conditions: 3 mm between the ranges of 
adjacent beams using the simulated emission distributions. For the calculation of both quan-
tities a region-of-interest (ROI) centered on the beam axis (1 cm wide) was employed. The 
width of the ROI was taken considering that the lateral spread of protons for the simulation 
energies in PMMA is around 1 cm. For an estimation of the error of these quantities, the cor-
responding value of the simulated source distribution was calculated and used as a reference 
(see table 4). Since the main goal of proton therapy monitoring is to detect range deviations, 
the differences between the calculated range and the range of a reference energy (160 MeV) 
was evaluated to study the verification capabilities of each system. Proton beam energies were 
Figure 4. Axial, coronal, and sagittal planned dose distribution for the patient.
9 According to NEMA protocol the pixel size should be one-third of the expected FWHM 
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chosen to reproduce 3 mm differences in range, so that when comparing with the reference 
energy of 160 MeV, the distal edge deviations should ideally be ±3 and ±6 mm. It is important 
to note that the reconstructed images are produced from ideal data since no spurious events 
(random coincidences or scatter coincidences) were taken into account.
3. Results
3.1. Validation of the efficiency of RPCs
Since our detection model of the RPC was simplified and did not take into account the ava-
lanche dynamics, we first validated our simulations with experiments. The experimental value 
of the singles efficiency (0.66%) measured by the TERA group was used for validation (Watts 
et al 2013). In the experimental setup, a 5-layer (400 µm glass) stack was situated opposite 
a 2.54 cm long BGO crystal coupled to a photomultiplier and a 22Na point-like source was 
placed in the center to measure the efficiency. In Monte Carlo simulations, the efficiency was 
assessed by using two opposite stacks of 5 glass layers while limiting the emission angle of 
the point source in order to reproduce similar values as the experiment. We have performed 
two different simulations. A collimated source of 511 keV back-to-back photons situated in 
the center of both modules. To evaluate the effect of the 1.275 MeV photon emitted by the 
22Na, additional simulations were conducted adding an extra source consisting of 1.275 MeV 
photons emitted isotropically. When the lower energy threshold is set at 125 eV, the efficiency 
obtained in the simulations is equal to the experimental value. If only 511 keV photons are 
taken into account10, the experimental efficiency is reproduced at a threshold of 100 eV. For 
the following simulations 100 eV was taken as the low energy discriminator.
3.2. Performance Studies
3.2.1. Sensitivity. The results for the sensitivity obtained using 15 cm line and point sources 
at different locations are shown in table  5 for each scanner configuration. The sensitivity 
obtained with the 70 cm centered line source for the standard full-ring crystal-based system 
is 4.01 cps kBq−1, lower than the experimental result reported by Surti et al (2007). This out-
come is expected since we are simulating individual crystal readout which reduces sensitivity 
in comparison to systems which sum the signal of several crystals when forming coincidences. 
With the individual crystal readout, a signal is not recorded if the energy deposited by the 
photon within that crystal is below the threshold. With a block-detector readout, the signals 
for neighboring crystals are summed, and the position is assigned to the weighted average. 
Events that in the case of the individual crystal readout would be below the threshold (and 
thus rejected), in the block-detector might produce one single. However, for this comparison 
study, we opted for individual readout, since this scheme would improve the performance 
of the crystal-based scanner, and it is a feasible alternative given new photo-detectors’ tech-
nology. For the crystal-based systems, the sensitivity of partial-ring configurations is 30% 
smaller than for full-ring scanners. With regard to the extended crystal-based configuration, 
as expected, the increase of the axial dimension is translated in a higher sensitivity of around 
200% for the 15 cm line source and 100% for the point-like source. In the case of RPC-based 
systems, the sensitivity raised by 100% and 10–15% when increasing the number of stacks 
from 20 to 40 and from 40 to 60, respectively when using a centrally located line source. 
This behavior is due to the shielding effect of the 400 µm glass layers, almost 90% for 60 
10 The 1.275 MeV γ-rays emitted by the 22Na source are not considered
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modules (Watts 2014). The trend for off-center sources (results not shown here) is similar 
but the sensitivity gains are reduced. The improved RPC design with 150 μm glass thickness 
and 2.05 mm air gap has higher sensitivity compared to the standard RPC prototype. For the 
configurations with 60 stacks the increase in sensitivity from the standard to the improved 
RPC-based scanner is a factor 6 and 5 for the 15 cm line source and point-like sources at the 
center, respectively. The sensitivity obtained for the RPC-based system with 60 stacks and the 
line source is on average 2–3 times smaller compared to crystal-based systems. For the point 
source, the sensitivity is one order of magnitude smaller for the full-ring and standard partial-
ring, and 3–4 times smaller for improved partial-ring configuration. However, if we compare 
the standard crystal-based system with the improved RPC-based scanner (indicated in bold in 
table 5), the sensitivity is higher in the case of the line source for the RPC.
3.2.2. Spatial resolution. The spatial resolution for full- and partial-ring configurations are 
presented in table 6 for a point source at a central and off-center position. The simulated data 
of the point-like sources are reconstructed according to the NEMA protocol. When compar-
ing the spatial resolution values for the crystal-based systems, we observe that the values are 
1 mm better than those published by Surti et al (2007). Among other reasons we can identify 
the individual crystal readout that leads to a better spatial resolution.
Depending on the design of the electrode configuration for RPC-based systems, the latter 
and crystal-based systems may have similar spatial resolution in radial and tangential direc-
tions. The RPC-based system has reduced spatial resolution in the axial direction, expected 
from experimental measurements (4 mm). In the case of the crystal-based systems, the crystal 
sizes in the axial and the tangential dimensions are equal. In both technologies, a tangential 
degradation of the spatial resolution for the partial-ring configurations was observed due to 
the missing angular sampling.
3.2.3. Scatter fraction. The measured SF of crystal-based system with standard geometry is 
32.9%, which is slightly larger than that published by Surti et al (2007), yet it is still accept-
able in validation. Scatter fraction values for RPC-based and crystal-based scanners with dif-
ferent configurations are shown in table 7. In the assessment of the scatter fraction, only the 
scattered events produced the phantom are considered.
Results in table 7 show that the RPC-based system has about two times higher SF than 
the crystal-based system. This result is expected since the RPC-based system has no energy 
Table 5. Sensitivity in cps/kBq for the studied sources, and PET system 
configurations.
Scanner Stacks Position Source
Sensitivity (cps kBq−1)
Full-ring
Partial-ring
Standard Extended/Improved
Crystal-based — Center Line-15 17.7 12.6 38.1
RPC-based 20 Center Line-15 2.2 1.6 4.5
RPC-based 40 Center Line-15 4.2 2.9 12.8
RPC-based 60 Center Line-15 4.8 3.3 20.3
Crystal-based — Center Point 30.2 21.6 45.9
RPC-based 20 Center Point 2.8 1.9 5.0
RPC-based 40 Center Point 5.2 3.6 13.5
RPC-based 60 Center Point 5.9 4.1 21.4
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information and therefore the use of an energy window to remove scatter events is not possible. 
In addition, the axial size of the RPC-based system is larger than the crystal-based systems. 
For the same reason, when comparing the standard with the extended/improved proposals of 
partial-ring scanners for the same technology, the increase of the axial size leads to an increase 
in the scatter fraction. An interesting effect was observed: the reduction of the scatter fraction 
when the number of stacks is incremented. In Blanco et al (2003) it is shown that the quantum 
efficiency scales linearly with energy higher than 100 keV when a large number of stacks is 
being used. In this way, the RPC-based scanner with more stacks is more sensitive to 511 keV 
photons than scattered photons with less energy, producing a reduction in the scatter fraction. 
Nevertheless, even for a larger number of stacks the scatter fraction of the RPC-based scan-
ners is higher than crystal-based (by almost a factor 2), which may reduce the quality of the 
images and there is no standard correction method for scatter events in RPC-based scanners. 
All the standard correction methods are based on the energy information, which in the case 
of the RPC technology is not available. Nevertheless, before developing a scatter correction 
method, it would be necessary to study first the image degradation due to the scatter events 
inclusion since the RPC technology is energy sensitive. This is out of the scope of the paper.
3.3. Proton pencil beams
The reconstructed images of the proton pencil beams are shown in the first row of figure 5 
for the full- and partial-ring of the standard crystal-based system. In these images the artifacts 
created by the missing projections are observed. Improvement in TOF resolution (lowering 
CRTs) helps compensate for such artifacts, although they are not removed completely. For the 
case of the RPC-PET, the reconstructed images of the standard system are presented in the 
first three rows of figure 6, where in addition to the different CRT values, the number of stacks 
in the RPC scanner is also varied. As previously, the artifacts appear due to the partial-ring 
arrangement, and increasing TOF resolution reduces such artifacts. RPC images are noisier 
than crystal-based ones due to the low sensitivity of the RPC technology, even in the case of 
Table 6. Spatial resolution in radial (R), tangential (T), axial (A) directions in mm for 
crystal-based and RPC-based systems.
Scanner Stacks Position
Full-ring
Partial-ring
std ext/imp
R, T, A R, T, A R, T, A
Crystal-based — Center 3.3, 3.0, 3.1 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 3.2, 3.2, 3.6
RPC-based 60 Center 3.7, 3.7, 6.6 3.5, 4.2, 6.5 3.5, 4.2, 6.9
Crystal-based — 10 cm offset 3.7, 3.4, 3.2 3.5, 4.2, 3.2 3.6, 4.0, 3.5
RPC-based 60 10 cm offset 3.8, 3.9, 7.1 3.6, 4.6, 7.0 3.4, 4.6, 7.0
Table 7. Scatter fraction of the simulated systems.
 Full-ring (%)
Partial ring
Standard (%) Extended/Improved (%)
Crystal-based 32.9 32.5 32.8
RPC-based with 20 stacks 61.4 58.0 60.3
RPC-based with 40 stacks 60.3 56.2 57.6
RPC-based with 60 stacks 60.9 56.6 56.9
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the greatest number of stacks. The reconstructed images of the positron distribution generated 
by the pencil beams when using the extended crystal-based and the improved RPC-based PET 
scanners are shown in the last rows of figures 5 and 6, respectively. For full-ring geometry, 
there are no noticeable differences between these images and the corresponding images of 
the standard-configuration systems, despite the increase in sensitivity and angular sampling. 
This behavior is due to the reduced axial extension of the sources used (less than 1 cm). 
A visible improvement is expected to be observed for more extended source in all dimensions, 
like in the following section when reconstructing patient data. In the case of the partial-ring 
geometries, the reconstructed images of the extended and improved configurations are closer 
Figure 5. Crystal-based PET reconstructed images of the simulated positron 
distributions generated by the proton beams. First row: standard configuration. Second 
row: extended configuration. First three columns: partial-ring geometry (20 heads). 
Last three columns: full-ring geometry (28 heads). The reconstructed images of the 
same column are obtained using the same CRT value (in ps). 5·107 protons shot on the 
target. The axes are in mm.
Figure 6. RPC-based PET reconstructed images of the simulated positron distributions 
generated by the proton beams and acquired by the partial-ring (14 heads) and full-ring 
(20 heads). First three rows: standard configuration, each row corresponds to a number 
of stacks (NS). Last row: improved scanner for the 60 stacks. The reconstructed images 
of the same column are obtained using the same CRT value (in ps). 5·107 protons shot 
on the target. The axes are in mm.
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to those obtained from the full-ring, so the axial extension seems to compensate for the miss-
ing radial detector heads.
The assessment of range deviations from the distributions are shown in figure 7 for the R50 
and the RCD of the RPC-based geometries with 60 stacks. When calculating the distal edge 
of the different distributions and comparing to a reference value (160 MeV protons), ideally 
we should obtain a straight line with slope of approximately 1.5 mm MeV−1. However, this 
slope was not obtained in the case of the standard geometry for the RPC (left-most plot, top 
row, R50, figure 7), since all the configurations underestimates the range (lower than −8 mm). 
In the improved RPC geometry, although it is not fully linear, it is notably better. No improve-
ment was observed when introducing better CRT values. When using the RCD (lower row), 
the expected relationship was observed for the studied energy values for both geometries 
(standard and improved) and all CRTs. Therefore, when evaluating the capability of the RPC-
based PET to detect range deviations of the order of 3 mm, despite the geometry and CRT, the 
RCD is clearly better suited.
In the case of the crystal-based PET, range differences are presented in figure 8. The main 
difference compared to the plots for the RPC is that the expected linear relationship with 
the 1.5 mm MeV−1 slope is attained for the standard geometry in full-ring and partial-ring 
configuration of crystal-based PET (left) using the R50 value. When using the extended ver-
sion, the improvement is clear since the distal edge difference estimations for the partial-ring 
configuration and for the full-ring for all cases match. For the distal edge estimations, there is 
no clear effect from the improvement in time resolution. Only the increase in sensitivity and 
Figure 7. Distal edge differences calculated using R50 (upper row) and RCD (lower 
row) assessed from a distal edge of the original distribution at 160 MeV protons. 
The reconstructed images correspond to the simulated data of the RPC-based PET 
geometries of 60 stacks per head for different CRTs values and for full-ring (FR) and 
partial-ring (PR) configurations.
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angular sampling seem to play an important role. Similar results were obtained when using 
the RCD. We have calculated the difference between the distal edge estimation of the recon-
structed images to the distal edge of the original distribution for the corresponding energy for 
the standard and extended crystal-based PET and this error is less than 1 mm for all cases.
We have calculated the goodness of the linear fit of these data for the RPC-based and for 
the crystal-based PET systems by means of the coefficient of determination (r2). The low r2 
values (from 0.132 to 0.709) discourage the use of R50 when working with RPC reconstructed 
data. In the case of crystal-based data, the r2 values are acceptable (r2 > 0.982) for both mag-
nitudes (R50 and RCD) in all the configurations, even for the standard partial-ring configura-
tion. Although it is not valid for all cases, there is a tendency for higher r2 when using lower 
CRT values. This behavior reproduces observations from reconstructed images of the activity 
distribution produced by individual beam data, where the improved CRT values reduce the 
effect of the partial-ring geometry.
3.4. Patient data
In this part of the study, we will focus only on the partial-ring configuration since our goal 
is to evaluate PET systems for on-line dose monitoring. In addition, with regard to the RPC 
technology, the improved system with 60 stacks presents better characteristics and could per-
form similarly to the standard crystal system. Therefore, in the following, we will compare the 
improved design of RPC with the standard and extended configurations of the crystal-based 
system. The reconstructed images of the patient are shown in figure 9 for the standard and 
extended crystal-based systems and for the improved RPC-based system in partial-ring con-
figuration. The simulated annihilation points are used as a visual reference figure 9(a) for the 
comparison of reconstructed images with different CRTs. It is important to point out that the 
axial activity distribution of the patient is larger than the FOV of the standard crystal-based 
system, although the treatment area is smaller. This is due to the entrance point, the direction 
of the treatment field and the fragment tail of the carbon-ion beam. The number of annihila-
tions obtained in the simulated irradiation was 3.7 · 105 for this patient.
From the images figures 9(b)–(d), it was observed that the reconstructed distribution did 
not reproduce the original activity at the edges of the image. This was due to the size of the 
axial FOV for the standard crystal-based system in comparison to the extension of the activity 
distribution. The treatment area is observed clearly at the expected location. In the case of the 
Figure 8. Distal edge differences calculated using R50 obtained from a distal edge of 
the original distribution at 160 MeV protons. The reconstructed images correspond to 
the simulated data of the crystal-based PET geometries for different CRTs values and 
for full-ring (FR) and partial-ring (PR) configurations.
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extended crystal-based system figures 9( f )–(h), the location of treatment area is also correctly 
reproduced, the edges of the reconstructed activity are coincident with that simulated. With 
regard to the improved RPC-based PET images figures 9(j)–(l), it is difficult to determine 
where the hot central region is in order to locate the treatment area. When looking at the image 
figure 9(i), for which no TOF information was used for the reconstruction, truncation artifacts 
(reconstructed activity outside the irradiated area) are visible which disappear when the TOF 
is included. For the different CRTs, no refinement is perceived in the improved RPC-based 
PET images, only the reduction of truncation artifacts when TOF is used. For the crystal-based 
images, the reduction in CRT has a small impact on the image quality.
The profiles obtained along the beam direction from reconstructed images of crystal-based 
and RPC-based systems are shown in figure 10. In all plots the profile of the annihilation 
Figure 9. Reference activity distribution and reconstructed images of the patient for 
partial-ring geometries (standard and extended of crystal-based and improved of RPC-
based systems) superimposed on the coronal views of the planning CT. Top-left image: 
the annihilation points distribution of this patient. First row: reconstructed images of the 
standard crystal-based partial-ring system for different CRTs. Second row: reconstructed 
images using data of the extended crystal-based partial-ring system changing the CRT 
values. The most-left image of this row is the reconstructed image without using TOF 
information. Last row: reconstructed images obtained from an improved RPC-based 
partial-ring system for different CRTs. As in the second row, the most-left image is 
reconstructed without including TOF. (a) Act. dist. (ref.). (b) Std. Crystal, 200 ps. 
(c) Std. Crystal, 400 ps. (d) Std. Crystal, 600 ps. (e) Ext. Crys., No TOF. ( f ) Ext. Crystal, 
200 ps. (g) Ext. Crystal, 400 ps. (h) Ext. Crystal, 600 ps. (i) Imp. RPC, No TOF. (j) Imp. 
RPC, 50 ps. (k) Imp. RPC, 100 ps. (l) Imp. RPC, 200 ps.
(a) Act. dist. (ref.) (b) Std. Crystal, 200 ps (c) Std. Crystal, 400 ps (d) Std. Crystal, 600 ps
(e) Ext. Crys., No TOF (f) Ext. Crystal, 200 ps (g) Ext. Crystal, 400 ps (h) Ext. Crystal, 600 ps
(i) Imp. RPC, No TOF (j) Imp. RPC, 50 ps (k) Imp. RPC, 100 ps (l) Imp. RPC, 200 ps
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points distribution is shown as a reference. The profile of the Hounsfield units along the beam 
direction is also presented for anatomical information. These plots were generated with a tool 
designed for automatic range assessment (Helmbrecht et al 2012).
In figure  10, profiles of the images corresponding to the improved RPC-based and the 
crystal-based systems are shown using the original activity distribution as reference. For the 
two most-left plots, it is clearly seen that the crystal-based systems provide images which are 
closer to the original activity distribution than the improved RPC-based system. The recon-
structed images that reproduce the annihilation points distribution most reliably are those 
from the extended crystal-based scanner. The reconstructed images of the standard crystal-
based system are inferior to the extended system, but still outperform the reconstructed images 
from the improved RPC-based system.
In order to visualize the enhancement of using better time resolution in the RPC-based sys-
tem, we have calculated profiles (right plot of figure 10) from the improved RPC-based system 
for the different CRT values studied. As it can be seen, the profiles of the reconstructed activity 
are narrower than the original annihilation distribution and the use of a better TOF does not get 
closer to the original distribution (as one would expect in order to determine at least the edges 
of the measured activity distribution).
4. Discussion and conclusions
In the present work, we investigated the performance of an RPC-based PET system for range 
verification in particle therapy. Performance characteristics of the RPC-based PET was com-
pared with geometries of a commercially available crystal-based PET and its use for in-beam 
monitoring in realistic scenarios was studied. Results showed that, in general, the RPC-based 
PET had lower sensitivity compared to crystal-based PET when we compared with the same 
configuration (standard versus standard or extended versus improved). It was observed that 
for extended and centered sources, the improved RPC-based scanner shows higher sensitivity 
than the standard crystal-based system. Spatial resolution of the system is similar to crystal-
based, except in the axial direction because of the intrinsic resolution of the RPC in this direc-
tion. The scatter fraction of the RPC-based system was higher due to the larger axial FOV and 
the lack of energy information.
Figure 10. Profiles along the beam direction of the patient in the case of the partial-
ring geometries for standard crystal-based, extended crystal-based and improved 
RPC-based PET. The red line shows the annihilation points and the dashed black line 
indicates the Hounsfield units along the profile. Left and central plot: the green line is 
the reconstructed image for crystal-based (standard or extended) and 600 ps and the 
blue line is for the RPC data with 200 ps. Right plot: the blue, green and purple lines 
correspond to 200, 100, 50 ps CRT, respectively, of the improved RPC-based PET.
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The capabilities of these technologies to detect range shifts was studied by modifying the 
energy of the simulated proton beam. It was observed that both technologies could detect a 3 
mm difference, but a special noise-robust figure-of-merit was required when using the RPC-
based scanners. For the case of the RPC-based PET, it was necessary to use the cumulative 
distribution (RCD) in order to reduce the noise from the reconstructed images, due to the low 
sensitivity. In the case of the crystal-based PET, the calculation of the R50 was sufficient to 
differentiate range shifts of 3 mm. For distal edge estimation, no clear benefit was observed 
when improving the CRT of the simulated systems. In the reconstructed images of the partial-
ring geometries the advantage of using low CRT values is evident since it reduces the scattered 
data and concentrates the activity along the beam line.
Both technologies were compared regarding patient data of carbon-ion treatments. The 
quality of the images reconstructed from RPC-technology data was poor and did not pro-
vide the expected distribution, assessed using 2D slices and in 1D profiles. The reconstructed 
images of the crystal-based systems are similar to the original distribution in both the 2D 
slices and the profile. It should be noted that carbon-ion treatments is a more challenging sce-
nario, since the number of positron emitting isotopes produced during the irradiation is lower 
than for the proton-beam therapy.
In order to overcome the reduced sensitivity of the RPC technology, systems with increased 
solid angle could be designed. However for in-beam monitoring, the size of the scanner is 
constrained by the gantry and large devices may not fit in the treatment room. In addition, 
considering that treatment field sizes are, at maximum, 20 × 20 × 20 cm3 further increasing 
the axial dimension will not provide the same sensitivity of the crystal-based technology, even 
in standard configurations.
The reconstruction algorithm that was employed in this study is a standard list-mode 
MLEM. It was demonstrated in Cabello et al (2013) that including total variation regulariza-
tion in the cost function produces images with low noise properties without degrading the 
spatial resolution. This could be a promising approach when handling with RPC data to reduce 
noise from the reconstructions, it will also enhance crystal-based systems.
Despite its excellent time resolution and the possibility of building large area detectors at 
low cost, the low sensitivity of the RPC-based scanner limits its use for in-beam monitoring 
of hadron-therapy. If the RPC technology wants to play a role in this field, efforts in increas-
ing the detector efficiency should be made. One approach may be to reduce the detector 
diameter, this would not imply any reduction of the spatial resolution since the technology 
provides DOI in its layered arrangement. This reduction in size should be studied while 
keeping in mind patient comfort. Other possible enhancements could be the use of a more 
efficient material for the glass layer. Although this study has investigated the limitations of 
the RPC technology for on-line dose monitoring in particle therapy, this does not imply that 
these devices could not be useful for other applications like whole-body PET diagnostic 
imaging (Blanco et al 2009). In the latter, the possibility of performing a whole body acqui-
sition with only one bed position is a big advantage. However in activity-limited scenarios 
for which system expansion is constrained, a higher-sensitivity device, such as crystal-based 
systems, is preferred.
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